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ABSTRACT. The reforms in Georgia after the Rose Revolution of November 2003 were referred to be as
libertarian at the international level. This opinion was supported by the fact that most of the licenses and
permits necessary to start a business were abolished. At the same time, the Government of Georgia
regularly violated property rights and the judicial system was directly under the control of the
Prosecutor’s Office. Georgian libertarians differ from true libertarians, because for Georgians
libertarianism was not a choice based on knowledge and understanding of economics. Quite the contrary,
it was a mask for them to cover an absence of economic knowledge. © 2015 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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After the Rose Revolution in November 2003,

in Georgia [5, 6]. These reforms were referred to as

Georgia underwent largescale transformations [13].

libertarian at the international level (for example, [7]).

The reforms became targeted to a significant extent

This opinion was supported by the facts that most of

in spring of 2004, when the Russian tycoon of Geor

the licenses and permits necessary to start a busi

gian origin, Kakha Bendukidze, was invited to work

ness were abolished and application rules were sim

for the Government of Georgia. As the DirectorGen

plified for the remaining ones. Additionally, the sys

eral of the Holding of the Unified Machinery Plants

tem for issuing various types of documents by state

(Ob’yedinionnye mashinostroitel’nye zavody), he

agencies was significantly simplified, and tax burden

was quite closely connected to the Putin regime, if

was alleviated [8, p. 4649]. These types of reforms

we take into account that the plants that comprised

made Georgia a leader in reforms according to the

the holding were building complex machinery, includ

World Bank’s famous Doing Business rankings [9].

ing equipment for producing atomic energetics (for

However, Georgia’s economic growth was falling be

example, [4]).

hind her neighboring country, Armenia, which was

Mr. Bendukidze was famous for making libertar

headed by her nonlibertarian government. (One of

ian statements that created a predisposition towards

Georgia’s other neighbors, Azerbaijan, experienced

the economic reforms carried out beginning with 2003

economic growth primarily through increased oil and
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gas extraction and exports. Thus, her economic

for them it was a mask to cover an absence of eco

growth is unsuitable for comparison.) Specifically,

nomic knowledge.

according to the World Bank data, Georgia and Ar

In 2005 at the initiative of the Georgian liber

menia had nearlyequal GDP per capita in 2002 and

tarians, the antimonopoly law of Georgia was abol

2003, while in 2011 this indicator in Georgia was only

ished. Later, in the fall of 2007, President Saakashvili

94% of Armenia’s GDP per capita [10].

tasked the Ministry of Interior, which in Georgia com

In parallel to conducting these reforms, the Gov

prises the Police, Security and Boarder Guard Of

ernment of Georgia regularly violated property rights

fices, to provide antimonopoly regulation of mo

[11] and human rights in general [1214], and was not

nopolistic markets of salt and sugar. The pseudo

even shy away from making entrepreneurs some part

libertarians did not express any protest. They main

of their profits to extrabudgetary funds (certainly it

tained silence in 2006 when Russia banned the im

did not apply to the businesses closely associated

portation of Georgian agricultural products and Presi

with government members) [15] and the judicial sys

dent Saakashvili tasked the Minister of Defense to

tem was directly under the control of the Prosecu

identify potential international markets for Georgian

tor’s Office, which was disclosed by a number of

wine. As a result, the Department of Wine Export

international and local observers [16]. Unfortunately,

was established within the Ministry of Defense.

the socalled, libertarians in the government neither

Unfortunately, there are more than a few similar ex

expressed any protest nor made any comments on

amples [17, p. 1013].

these very nonlibertarian facts (actually, they are

To sign the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade

more closely characterized as neobolsheviks [17])

Agreement (DCFTA) with the European Union (EU)

[18, p. 13].

Georgia was required to meet the conditions imposed

As a rule, it is not surprising at all that a human

by Brussels (adoption of antimonopoly, food safety

being is a libertarian for herself/himself, because

and labor laws) – the Georgian libertarians delayed it

she/he does not want others to interfere in her/his

for as long as they could [8, p. 94]. President

business or to restrict her/his rights in any way. A

Saakashvili’s favorite appeal was the “Singapore

true libertarian is a person who is a libertarian for the

ization” of Georgia [20]. Thus, Georgia did not meet

sake of others, and as a result is a libertarian in gen

a major part of the EU requirements and did not sign

eral.

the Association Agreement, which includes the

A major peculiarity of the Georgian model of lib
ertarianism created by Mr. Bendukidze is her key prin

DCFTA, in June 2014 [21] after Saakashvili’s National
Movement and its leader were no longer in power.

ciple: “Libertarianism is only for one’s own business.”

The Georgian libertarians were not against entry

Like their leader, most of the team members re

of Russian state assets in Georgia and they by all

cruited by Mr. Bendukidze did not have an academic

means even facilitated it [8, p. 5355]. The most illus

background in economics. Without knowing econom

trative example was the purchase of control stock of

ics, it was easier for them to share libertarian views;

one of the Georgian privatized banks by the Russian

when one does not know about or understand mar

state owned bank VTB in 2005 (leading to the nation

ket failures and the challenges of overcoming them,

alization of a private Georgian bank by Russia), or

it is very easy to view a minimum of state interference

the sale of two hydro power plants to a Russian pub

as the only valid principle.

lic company “Inter RAO” after the RussiaGeorgia

Thus, Georgian libertarians differ from true liber

2008 August war. The Georgian libertarians initiative

tarians (for example, [19]), because for Georgians lib

to sell a gas header pipeline, built during the Commu

ertarianism was not a choice based on knowledge

nist period (which runs from Russia crossing Geor

and understanding of economics. Quite the contrary,

gia and passes through Armenia), to Gazprom was
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prevented by the Americans in 2006.

prochement with the EU it is not necessary to

Unfortunately, Georgia can serve as a strong ex

“reinvent the wheel.” For this purpose it is neces

ample for, the socalled, PseudoLibertarian era. Fi

sary to cooperate closely with the IMF, the World

nally, in order to receive relevant advice on con

Bank, and, more important, to share and utilize the

ducting economic reforms for continuation of rap

recommendations from Brussels.

ekonomika

fsevdolibertarianizmi postrevoluciur
saqarTveloSi
v. papava*, T. TaflaZe**
* akademiis wevri, i. javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo universitetis ekonomikisa da

biznesis fakulteti, paata guguSvilis saxelobis ekonomikis instituti
**i. javaxiSvilis sax. Tbilisis saxelmwifo universitetis paata guguSvilis sax. ekonomikis
instituti

2003 wlis noembris vardebis revoluciis Semdeg gatarebuli reformebi saerTaSoriso
doneze aRiarebulia rogorc libertarianuli. am Sexedulebis ukan idga is faqti, rom
biznesis dasawyebad saWiro licenziebis da nebarTvebis didi nawili iqna gauqmebuli.
imavdroulad, saqarTvelos mTavroba regularulad arRvevda sakuTrebis uflebebs da
sasamarTlo sistema faqtobrivad iyo prokuraturis kontrolqveS. qarTveli
libertarianelebi imiT gansxvavdebian namdvili libertarianelebisagan, rom
qarTvelTaTvis libertarianizmi ar yofila ekonomikis codnaze dafuZnebuli arCevani,
piriqiT, maTTvis aseTi arCevani iyo niRabi ekonomikis arcodnis dasafaravad.
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